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1. INTRODUCTION {#hbe2179-sec-0001}
===============

Neurotechnology becomes ever more accessible (Dubljević, Saigle, & Racine, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Wexler, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}), not only for medical applications such as prostheses (Dubljević et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Wexler, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}) and psychiatric treatment (Deuschl et al., [2006](#hbe2179-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Loo et al., [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), but also for nonmedical, even do‐it‐yourself (DIY) use (Wexler, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}) and human enhancement (Dockery, Hueckel‐Weng, Birbaumer, & Plewnia, [2009](#hbe2179-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Egner & Gruzelier, [2003](#hbe2179-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Fregni et al., [2005](#hbe2179-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Meinzer et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). In 2019 the cheapest electroencephalograph (EEG) based brain‐computer interface (BCI) was available for just under USD 100 (NeuroSky, [2015a](#hbe2179-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}), and more advanced---as well as slightly more expensive---models can be downloaded and 3D printed (OpenBCI, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). This makes neurotechnology very accessible for the do‐it‐yourself community or neurohackers. While EEG is just one example within a wide range of tools that can be used for neurotechnology, the decreasing costs and increasing availability of devices---including g.tec since 1999 (UnicornBI, [2019a](#hbe2179-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}), NeuroSky since 2004 (NeuroSky, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}), Emotiv since 2011 (Emotiv, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), OpenBCI since 2014 (Crunchbase, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}), and Muse since 2014 (O\'Rourke, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"})---as well as the increasing number of available applications (as shown in this paper), lead to questions about the motivations behind DIY use and projects. An overview is relevant for both policymakers who want to regulate the DIY use in order to control the risks at an early stage (see Collingridge dilemma \[Worthington, [1982](#hbe2179-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}\]), and for companies that sell neurotechnology and therefore need to understand their customers\' needs. To get a better understanding of the directions that neurohackers\' and designers\' neurotechnology projects are taking, this paper examines current applications of neurotechnology, categorizes them and focuses specifically on applications and concepts that surpass or move beyond pure medical or therapeutical purposes.

While neuroscience generally attracts considerable public interest, this is particularly true because of the rapidly expanding discourse on the *merging of human corporeality with technology*. In this discourse, *neurotechnology* often features as the harbinger of a future in which the body is transformed in a process of ever‐increasing "technologization." It is expected that such *technologization* will happen in two ways:Invasive: technological modifications of the body in which surgical interventions allow technology to replace or augment bodily functions (*implants*, *prostheses*).Noninvasive: the use of technologies that modify the body without such interventions (*noninvasive neurostimulation technologies*), and *brain‐machine interface technology* capable of coupling humans and artifacts.

2. TOOLS {#hbe2179-sec-0002}
========

With the wide availability of neurotechnology tools for DIY use such as electroencephalography (EEG) based brain‐computer interfaces (BCI) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), the possible applications are more and more only dependent on the available or programmable software and, of course, imagination. Sites such as <http://github.com> provide a wide range of free downloadable software codes to use and many websites provide tutorials on how to use neurotechnology tools (NeuroTechX, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, even people without any sophisticated background in neurology or computer science can start to use these applications at home.

An EEG headset consists of one or multiple electrodes placed on the scalp, a ground electrode and a reference electrode. The electrodes measure the changes in voltage potential created by the ion current within the nerves of the brain. More electrodes allow more detailed measurements. Simple headsets can measure the level of general focus or relaxation of an individual and show this as biofeedback. If the focus surpasses a defined threshold, one could couple an automated action to it such as extinguishing a candle (Chierico, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Other biofeedback systems are based on the visual cortex: if the wearer of the EEG looks at a screen with blinking lights, the frequency of the blinking can be traced in the brainwaves in the visual cortex, thereby determining what the wearer is focusing on. This can be used to select something on a screen with multiple different options (displayed with different frequencies) to make decisions (Emmerson, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

Where EEG headsets measure brain activity, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is an example of a technique that allows one to influence/stimulate brain activity. tDCS uses at least two electrodes placed on the scalp that apply a small current (0.5--2 mA) through the brain, which can be used for a wide range of effects, some of which are still poorly understood (Dubljević et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). This technique is closely related to transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS).

There are other neurotechnological tools including transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and spinal cord stimulation. However, to our knowledge, they are, mostly due to the costs and sometimes regulatory hurdles, currently not available to neurohackers.

If the thresholds of access and accessibility are lowered, tools and applications can be appropriated by individuals from a variety of fields. This can be observed, for example, in the use of neurotechnology in art and art--science projects at the annual Ars Electronica Festival in Linz, Austria, an event well known for gathering artists, designers, and scientists to experiment, explore and innovate (ARSElectronica, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}).

3. METHODS {#hbe2179-sec-0003}
==========

To ensure broad coverage of scientific research, artists\' work and DIY use of neurotechnology, a large number of different sources and databases were used for this work. First, all the exhibitions from the Ars Electronica festival (2013--2018) were examined in search of neurotechnology related projects, as Ars Electronica is the largest and most prestigious media arts festival, frequently linking art and science in unusual ways. Second, <http://vimeo.com>, <http://newness.com> and <http://youtube.com> were used to find art and design projects around neurotechnology. <http://vimeo.com> showed the best and most results, which were narrowed down by selecting videos that were posted no longer than 4 years ago, and which seemed to be an art--science project or neurotechnology product. Furthermore, the first two pages of the category tabs "Art & Design" and "Animation" were checked. Some of the videos were the outcome of actual scientific research, which often led to peer‐reviewed papers. DIY use was found by snowball sampling through different forums such as <http://www.reddit.com> and <http://learn.neurotechedu.com>. The latter houses a long list of examples of neurotechnology. These examples led to other projects that were related or functioned as inspiration. Often, DIY projects referred to scientific work to back‐up or substantiate their claims.

In addition, Google Scholar was used to research neurotechnology techniques and related technosocial models (such as Collingridge\'s dilemma and Technology Adaption Lifecycle) covered in this article. Research into neurotechnology techniques also opened up the existence of additional applications. The majority of the peer‐reviewed articles we found was in the medical field; however, as they were often purely medical we decided to discard them based on a lack of enhancement opportunities. The reference sections of the peer‐reviewed articles were searched for additional articles. Finally, the websites of the applications and tools showed us the scientific research they based their claims upon.

Because of the wide range of different platforms, the sources include peer‐reviewed paper, forum posts, online videos, books, blog posts, portfolios and news articles. The search terms were: future body, futurebody, neurotechnology, brain machine, brainmachine, human enhancement, mind uploading, mind machine, brain machine interface, brain computer, brain technology, brain implant, brain technology fiction, neuron, neurology, neurology fiction, neuron fiction, nootropics, technology biology, braintechnology, braincomputer interface, enhanced senses, transhuman, neuroenhancement, neuroprosthetics, posthuman, identity, life extension, eugenics, human hybrid, gene therapy, Neuroethics, brain prosthetics, BCI, Deep TMS, Transcranial magnetic stimulation, TMS, Deep brain stimulation, Ear‐EEG, Whole brain emulation, WBE, Neuromodulation, pulsed electromagnetic field therapy, PEMFT, neurostimulation, sacral nerve stimulation, spinal cord stimulator, SyNAPSE, Artificial brain, Transcranial direct current stimulation, tDCS, cortial modem, and Hippocampus prosthesis. This resulted in our finding and cataloging 56 neurotechnology applications further discussed below.

3.1. Applications {#hbe2179-sec-0004}
-----------------

To get a comprehensive overview of neurotechnology in society we examined the identified applications considered in projects that use neurotech. Based on the search results we have grouped the applications into five categories of which we examined three in greater detail. The five categories are:MedicalMed+EnhancementSpeculative, andScience Fiction.

The category "medical" encompasses neurotech applications and methods that have clear cut diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. On the other end of the spectrum, "science fiction" refers to extremely speculative or even unrealistic applications, barely grounded in technological possibilities or even surpassing the laws of physics.

The remaining three categories are of most interest for the scope of this manuscript. First, a quasi‐medical category is defined, which is called **Med+**, because applications in this group have originally had a medical approach or purpose, but also have potential to go beyond healing or restoring functions; they can allow enhancement of specific functions (e.g., hearing ultrasound). The second category, called **Enhancement**, considers applications that are nonmedical, but specifically serve other purposes, such as enhancement of senses or interactions with the environment. The third category is based on research and art projects that are not yet realizable and is therefore called **Speculative**. It points to applications that might occur in the future, but includes work based on current research or prototypes; this category encompasses scientific research (SR) as well as speculative design (SD).

The three categories can further be subdivided into invasive and noninvasive technologies. See Table [1](#hbe2179-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} for an overview of the number of cases identified. In general the number of cases found for noninvasive applications clearly surpass the invasive types.

###### 

Overview of neurotechnology applications beyond pure medical applications, and not in the realm of science fiction (*n* = 56)

                Med+   Enhancement   Speculative
  ------------- ------ ------------- -------------
  Invasive      5      4             4
  Noninvasive   9      19            15

4. RESULTS {#hbe2179-sec-0005}
==========

Based on our online and literature search we identified 56 applications in the three categories Med + (13), Enhancement (22) and Speculative (21) (see Table [1](#hbe2179-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). The following section will give an overview of the identified applications and highlight a few representatives and/or outstanding cases in all of the three categories.

4.1. Med+ {#hbe2179-sec-0006}
---------

Where there are many medical applications of neurotechnology available, the Med + category only include medical applications that have a prospect to provide enhancement over normal human capabilities (see Table [2](#hbe2179-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Often this is found in the restoration and improvement of senses such as hearing and sight. Since the first invention of cochlear implants in the 1960s, and seminal developments in the 1970s, cochlear implants have now become increasingly used (Mudry & Mills, [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), restoring hearing in deaf patients. In the early 2010s, this is followed by a retinal prosthesis called Argus II (SecondSight, [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}), which (partly) restores vision for retinitis pigmentosa patients (Weiland & Humayun, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}). These are both examples of technically advanced medical implants that restore lost functions. However, such implants might in the future also be used for enhancement, allowing the individual future patients of a visual prosthesis, for instance, to see in more detail or in frequencies outside the spectrum normally available to humans (e.g., infrared or ultraviolet).

###### 

Identified neurotechnology applications in the category Med+

  Invasive                                                                                                                                                                         Noninvasive
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  -- Cochlear implant; device that translates sounds to electric pulses to directly stimulate the cochlear nerve (House, [1976](#hbe2179-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"})                -- Unicorn Horn: Device that measure concentration can record moments of loss of focus (UnicornBI, [2019b](#hbe2179-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Retinal Prosthesis (Luo & da Cruz, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                 -- Controlling a virtual avatar by BCI for disabled (UnicornBI, [2019a](#hbe2179-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Hear colors; The color blind Neil Harbisson has a device that allows him to hear different tones for different colors (Jeffries, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"})   -- Increase learning for learning disabled children (Fernández et al., [2003](#hbe2179-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Controlling a prosthetic arm by thought (Levy & Beaty, [2011](#hbe2179-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"})                                                                             -- Rehabilitation for stroke patients (Kober et al., [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Controlling a robotic arm by thought for paralysis (Chadwick et al., [2011](#hbe2179-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"})                                                               -- Determine consciousness of people in coma/locked‐in syndrome (Guger et al., 2017)
                                                                                                                                                                                   -- Decrease stress and increase sleep (Tyler et al., [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                   -- Paralyzed influence music by brain waves (2018)
                                                                                                                                                                                   -- Spell by thinking/watching the Unicorn Speller (Ortner, Aloise et al., [2011](#hbe2179-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Ortner, Prueckl et al., [2011](#hbe2179-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                   -- Controlling an orthosis (BR41N.IO, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                   -- Biofeedback for meditation (Bhayee et al., [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)

The cochlear implant, for example, does partially restore hearing loss, but can under specific circumstances, such as in a very noisy environment, endow the patient with better than human hearing capabilities, for example, when the microphone and software of the cochlear implant can filter out human voices from loud background noise.[1](#hbe2179-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}

One prominent example of neurohacking is cyborg artist Neil Harbisson. Born completely color blind, Harbisson implanted an antenna into his head in 2004 that translates colors to sounds that he hears through bone conduction. This device partly restores his color vision, but also allows him to "see" (or rather: hear) color such as infrared and ultraviolet light (Jeffries, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) that are not part of the spectrum visible to humans. Implanting an experimental device such as the cyborg antenna is not something that is easily done: Harbisson was rejected by bioethics committees before he found, "*a doctor willing to do the surgery anonymously, and \[he\] found one in Barcelona*." (Gartry, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Technically speaking, Harbisson\'s Cyborg Antenna is not a brain implant, since the antenna is integrated in the skull. But we felt it would be a good addition, as the device allows Harbisson to hear colors in his head, opens up a sense he had been missing, and allows him to transcend what that sense could usually perceive (CyborgArts, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; CyborgArts, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}).

Invasive applications such as the Cyborg Antenna or the cochlear implant are, however, minority options, and for the most part, we found noninvasive examples in the Med + category. The Unicorn Speller software, for instance, to be used together with an EEG headset is one of those applications available for consumers and often used at the BR41N.IO hackathon. Originally designed for use in the medical field, for example, for locked‐in patients, it can be used to spell words by watching a screen and counting the moments a specific letter or symbol blinks. This counting can be registered via the p300 paradigm by the EEG, and the correlation with the blinking of the icon on the screen allows the software to determine which symbol the users want to choose (Ortner, Aloise et al., [2011](#hbe2179-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Ortner, Prueckl et al., [2011](#hbe2179-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). This is a rather slow approach to communication, but useful for people unable to speak or move. Another example is Alessio Chierico\'s interactive installation "Trataka," wherein the user wears a BCI device and is asked to focus on a flame. An airflow is directed to the flame, and once the user puts full attention on it, it is extinguished. This principle could be used as feedback for meditation. Many EEG products supporting meditation practices are commercially available (Muse, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; NeuroSky, [2015a](#hbe2179-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}), which is backed up by scientific findings (Bhayee et al., [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson et al., [2003](#hbe2179-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Lomas, Ivtzan, & Fu, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}).

A technique using blinking frequency and synchronization in the visual cortex captured by EEG (as explained in the Tools -- EEG section) allowed motor‐impaired patients to participate in making music with a string quartet (Emmerson, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

The Cybathlon organized by the ETH Zürich has several disciplines that connect gaming and medicine. An example is a race where paralyzed persons have to control the artificial electrical stimulation of their legs with their thoughts (Azevedo Coste et al., [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; ETH‐Zürich, [2019b](#hbe2179-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Laubacher, Aksoz, Bersch, & Hunt, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). This is done in order to literally cycle a trail. Other disciplines involve the control of prostheses, exoskeletons, wheelchairs or virtual avatars.

The use of EEG is also found in Anouk Wipprecht\'s Unicorn Horn. This is a device that is made for children that easily lose their attention in class. A light in the horn tells the teacher and the student the level of focus, which allows the teacher to adapt the lesson to the capabilities of the student. Also, the horn can record what the wearer focuses on when attention is lost. This could provide suggestions on how to maintain focus for a longer time (UnicornBI, [2019b](#hbe2179-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}).

tDCS is often used by DIY users for a broad range of medical/enhancement therapy. This includes treating mania, obsessive--compulsive disorder (OCD), depression and anxiety, improved erotic experiences etc. (Reddit, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). Most of the applications have never been scientifically investigated.

4.2. Enhancement {#hbe2179-sec-0007}
----------------

Neurotechnology enhancement implants took off with Kevin Warwick\'s chip implant in 1998 (Warwick, [2019a](#hbe2179-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}). This chip, which was implanted in his arm, allowed him to open doors, turn on lights, and control other devices without touching or moving. Whereas the first chip was not yet coupled to his nervous system, a second chip array, implanted in 2002, was (Warwick, [2019b](#hbe2179-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). This chip allowed him to, closely related to medical applications, control an electric wheelchair and a robotic arm. The bidirectional function of the chip allowed Warwick to feel stimulations from the chip. This was demonstrated by the fact that he and his wife, who also had a chip integrated into her nervous system, were connected through their respective chips. In the following years, implants became wider available and cyborg communities, such as the Cyborg Foundation founded by Neil Harbisson (discussed above in the section dealing with Med + applications) and Moon Ribas, started promoting neurotechnology implants (CyborgFoundation, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). Cyborg artist Moon Ribas is known for her implants, which are connected to online seismographs and which resulted in giving her additional senses that allowed her to "see" movement behind her back and to feel earthquakes all over the world (CNN, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Garcia, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Quito, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}).

Among the most accessible implants we find the insertion of magnets, for example in the tip of a finger (Robertson, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). This allows the individual to feel magnetic forces and also control magnets or magnetizable objects. DIY YouTube videos are available to teach interested parties how to implant a magnet by themselves (TheThoughtEmporium, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}).

Closely related to implanting magnets is Cyborg Nest\'s "North Sense," a device pierced into the chest that vibrates when the wearer is facing north. The mission statement of this self‐titled "Mindware Company" is to, "contribute to human evolution. By experiencing the hidden parts of nature through new senses, we will evolve towards a richer life experience." (CyborgNest, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

Apart from implants, be they integrated into the nervous system or not, there are many noninvasive examples to enhance human capabilities. One of the main interests seems to be gaming. Many innovations focus on the control of avatars in video games: for instance, in the virtual race called "Cybathlon" (ETH‐Zürich, [2019a](#hbe2179-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Riener, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}), or in the commercially available "Adventures of Neuroboy" by Neurosky (NeuroSky, [2015b](#hbe2179-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}), and by many games produced during the BR41N.IO hackathon, a 24 hour long BCI challenge event staged in various places across the world multiple times per year since 2017, in which teams come together to develop BCI applications (BR41N.IO, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}).

One practical possible future application arising from the hackathon is the control of home products also referenced under the phrase "Smart Home." This application allows users to measure brain waves with an EEG headset and to put on any device including lights, a heater or an AI helper like Apple\'s Siri. The applications of the hackathon make use of the "Unicorn Speller," which, as described previously in the section "Med+," requires users to focus on specific icons flashing on a screen.

While companies such as the streaming service Netflix ([2019](#hbe2179-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}) and some music video clips (Coldplay, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) are experimenting with user‐defined narratives---meaning that the user influences the way the story develops---, neurotechnology is doing the same, however, working with the unconscious. Rachel and Richard Ramchurn\'s "The MOMENT" project is a brain‐controlled film: Based on brain activity and blinking measured by EEG headsets, the film can be unconsciously influenced by some audience members (Pike, Ramchurn, Benford, & Wilson, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}).

Much as Warwick and his wife Irena experienced a connection through their chip implants neurotechnology allows noninvasive ways to have such a connection, such as the control over somebody else\'s limbs. Greg Gage, who co‐founded the neuroscience company Backyard Brains (BackyardBrain, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) which sells educational and DIY neuroscience kits for schools and neurohackers, demonstrated on of his kits on stage: At a TED talk, he asked two participants on stage and applied electrodes to their arms. One of them could move the other\'s arm. This is done by measuring the electrical current in the first person\'s arm, while they are moving it, and applying a correlated electrical current to the second person\'s arm (Gage, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). While this connection uses electrodes on muscles, as early as 2013, researchers at the University of Washington achieved a human‐to‐human brain interface using EEG on the sender\'s end and transcranial magnetic stimulation on the receiver\'s end (Armstrong & Ma, [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}).[2](#hbe2179-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}

Finally, we find another method in enhancements: transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). Closely related to the tDCS applications for medical purposes, tDCS is used in a similar way for enhancement. When used in the right way (and what exactly the right way is, is still up for debate), tDCS can lead to enhanced planning ability (Dockery et al., [2009](#hbe2179-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), enhanced working memory (Fregni et al., [2005](#hbe2179-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}) and enhanced learning capacity (Meinzer et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Users report they experience increased ease, fewer distractions and a decreased number of "background" thoughts (Adee, [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Most importantly for the purposes of this paper, tDCS devices are readily available and, ranging between USD 150 and USD 300---or building one yourself for just the material costs[3](#hbe2179-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}---, and thus fairly accessible in terms of pricing, as well as reviewed in recommendation lists online (neurogalMD, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; TotaltDCS, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}).

A list of examples of Enhancement applications can be found in Table [3](#hbe2179-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Identified neurotechnology applications in the category Enhancement

  Invasive                                                                                                                                                                                               Noninvasive
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  -- Seismic Sense; allowing users to feel earth (CNN, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Garcia, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Quito, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"})   -- Improved vocabulary learning and maintenance by tDCS (Meinzer et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Magnet in finger for magnetic feeling and magnetic capabilities (Robertson, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"})                                                                              -- Film narrative control based on brain waves (Pike et al., [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Control doors, lights, and other household devices (Warwick, [2019a](#hbe2179-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                            -- Increase attention and working memory by neurofeedback (Jiang, Abiri, & Zhao, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) or by tDCS (Fregni et al., [2005](#hbe2179-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"})
  -- Feeling magnetic north (pierced) (Thaddeus‐Johns, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                        -- Increase creativity by neurofeedback (Gruzelier, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Increased learning of music by neurofeedback (Egner & Gruzelier, [2003](#hbe2179-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Waters‐Metenier, Husain, Wiestler, & Diedrichsen, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Stimulated percussion; stimulated muscle movement for rhythm (Ebisu et al., [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Echolocating headphones (Chacin, [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Show augmented information when focusing on an object on a heads‐up display (EEG) (Puzzlebox, [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Active control of software/avatars and devices for video gaming EEG (Metz, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Passive control for games EEG (StarWarsScience, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Increase physical training (tDCS) (Huang, Deng, Zheng, & Liu, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Park, Sung, Kim, Kim, & Han, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}; Waters‐Metenier et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Control somebody else\'s arm/body by electrical pulses (BackyardBrain, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Gage, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Sense atmospheric pressure (Muñoz, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Feeling speed of objects (Ribas, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Feeling movement behind you (Ribas, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Influence liquid (Smigielska & Cutellic, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}) or flame by brain activity (EEG) (Chierico, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Tracking and influencing of dreams (DreamLab, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Increase sleep for athletes (Abeln, Kleinert, Strüder, & Schneider, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"})
                                                                                                                                                                                                         -- Self‐tracking (Swan, [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"})

4.3. Speculative {#hbe2179-sec-0008}
----------------

This section collects potential *future* applications of neurotechnology, that are perhaps conceptual, but nevertheless not located in the realm of science fiction. Many possible future applications are in fact based on preliminary research carried out by scientists (Angrick et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Bhayee et al., [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Hampson et al., [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Novich & Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Pais‐Vieira et al., [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Ramakrishnan et al., [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), while others emerge from other fields, including art and design. Correspondingly, we include examples marked by "SR" for scientific research and "SD" for speculative design in Table [4](#hbe2179-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Identified neurotechnology applications in the category Speculative

                                                                                                                                                                                     Invasive                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Noninvasive
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Animals                                                                                                                                                                            -- Coupling rat to rat and ape to ape brains with brain implants. (Pais‐Vieira, Lebedev, Kunicki, Wang, & Nicolelis, [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Ramakrishnan et al., [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)   
  -- Neuroprosthesis to restore or repair cognitive function, for example under influence of drugs (Hampson et al., [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Humans                                                                                                                                                                             -- Speech synthesis from ECoG data (Angrick et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                    -- Additional senses to the body (Hertrich, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) (SD)
  -- Neuralink: implantable brain computer or brain interface for humans. (Urban, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; Musk, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)   -- Connect people with brainwave synchronization (Bevilacqua et al., [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Dikker & Oostrik, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) (SD/SR)                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                     -- Kissing data from EEG; what does it mean for the kissers and observers (Lancel, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) (SD)                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                     -- Authentication based on EEG data (Swaine‐Simon, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}) (SD/SR)                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                     -- AlterEgo silent speech (telepathy) (Kapur, Kapur, & Maes, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                     Computational augmentation (Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                     Internet access in your head, allowing for a large amount of information directly augmented into your thoughts (Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                     Cheating in games (Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                     Control devices (Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                     Feel changes in stock market (Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                     Feel sound/speech/language (Eagleman & Novich, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                     Feel ISS quality (Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                     Feel twitter response (Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                     Feel airplane measurements (Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) (SR)                                                                                                                                                  

Even though the possibilities of implants for DIY users at large are currently limited, the possibilities for self‐tracking or noninvasive applications seem endless. Another possible future application might be authentification: NeuroTechX examined the possibilities to use EEG data as a biometric for security purposes (Swaine‐Simon, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}).[4](#hbe2179-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}

In the realm of speculative art, "Kissing Data"/"E.E.G. Kiss" by Lancel and Maat (Lancel, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) examines the effects of kissing and watching people kiss in EEG data. To further explore the question of what it means to feel a connection with someone, cognitive neuroscientist and artist Suzanne Dikker explores the idea of synchronization of brainwaves in a series of science‐art projects. The methodology at the core of most of these projects encompasses measuring the brain waves of two persons through EEG data and asking them to actively try to synchronize their brain states. In one project this is done by dancing the tango, in two other projects people are allowed more liberty to find their own way of connecting (Dikker & Oostrik, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). This is also related to research done on the effect of brainwave synchronization between teacher and students on learning outcomes. It is shown that social closeness between teacher and student are of much higher influence on the learning outcomes than brain wave synchronization (Bevilacqua et al., [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Even more speculative is the concept of an installation designed by Susanna Hertrich over the span of several years titled "Prostheses for Instincts" that explores a device attached to the human body, which creates a new sense of awareness and emotional extension: The inputs vary from stock market data, currency exchange rates, natural disasters or crime rates, and a change of the data input (like a spike or drop) incites the device to react. The user then experiences sensations that are similar to physical reactions to immediate danger: goosebumps, shivers etc. (Hertrich, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). Hertrich\'s work is closely related to research done by David Eagleman that uses a haptic vest to input information into the back of the wearer (Novich & Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). The research explores the possible information streams that our brains can learn to understand and feel as an additional sense. In a TED talk, Eagleman hypothesizes about how this could be used to get a feeling for multi measurement data, like all the airplane measurements for pilots, all quality measurements of the International Space Station (ISS) for an astronaut, or a common feel for changes in the stock markets. Due to the many variables influencing these measures it is difficult for humans to consciously analyze them, but the vest could give us a feeling for it that we might understand (Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}).

5. MOTIVATIONS {#hbe2179-sec-0009}
==============

For each of the described categories (Med+, Enhancement, Speculative) different motivations, goals and normalization levels can be distinguished. The Med + category for both invasive and noninvasive technologies is marked by motivations to overcome mental or physical disabilities (Emmerson, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), for pain relief (Kapural et al., [2010](#hbe2179-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), or, in fact, unraveling the mystery of consciousness (or unconsciousness) (Guger et al., [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). But Med + devices can also work beyond the conventional medical uses---a cochlear implant can function as an aid to hear sounds, not within the usual human accesible frequency range, and the research put into a retinal prosthesis may well serve as a base for bionic eyes. The noninvasive devices in this category have also been first conceptualized from a medical or therapeutical standpoint, but hold the potential or actually can be used for other purposes.

On the border between Med + and Enhancement, we find health tracking, self‐optimization or self‐monitoring as the driving forces. Similarly to how users around the world are currently using apps and smart watches to track and self‐optimize their selves, these activities could (in the near future) also be done via invasive or noninvasive neurotechnology. These activities are mainly motivated by self‐control and self‐improvement (Wexler, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}) or self‐actualization, and are mostly embedded in a competitive market economy environment.

The Enhancement category is defined by practical reasons, identity or self‐esteem factors, but also the motivation to change how life is experienced. Practical reasons are defined by goals that range from the general enhancement of human abilities and intelligence (Meinzer et al., [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}) to, alternatively, having to put in less effort (e.g., controlling the light or heater in your house) (Ammon, [2010](#hbe2179-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). Another reason for Enhancement neurotechnology is for the sake of a gimmick or to perform a party trick (Robertson, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). This can be motivated by the desires to have fun, gain respect and attention or build self‐esteem, for instance. Here, neurotechnology gains attraction from people because of its futuristic elements. People might feel the desire to have the latest gadgets before anyone else (Thaddeus‐Johns, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). Others may wonder how the addition of extra senses will affect their perception and enjoyment of reality. They may want to discover the limits of human perception, and whether implants or additional senses can lead to new forms of expression, creativity or understanding in general. In the case of invasive technologies and implants, another possible consideration for individuals may be the desire to attain the next level of body modification---beyond tattoos and piercings (Thaddeus‐Johns, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}).

Another group of distinguishable motivations is strictly found with DIY or home users of neurotechnologies. Similarly to what is seen in other fields of DIY science, these groups explore neurotechnology to democratize the tools of science, increase learning outcomes (Wexler, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}), adapt the tools to their specific needs, and create applications without a commercial interest. While for the most part the intentions of the hackers are benign and constructive, they often lack in professional knowledge and skills, which can lead to some unintended self‐harm, for example when attempting to remove an implanted magnetic bead (aixre, [2017a](#hbe2179-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [2017b](#hbe2179-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}).

Finally, the category Speculative firmly points to the future, with speculative design concepts that explore possibilities. Some of the motivations overlap with motivations within the Enhanced group, such as the exploration of expression and potentials: additional senses (Hertrich, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), how it might "feel" to deal with multiple data inputs from unusual sources (Eagleman, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Eagleman & Novich, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), what brainwave synchronization or interaction between two people may feel or look like (Dikker & Oostrik, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Lancel, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). But the Speculative category also involves existing scientific research that serves as a basis for *potential* future applications. In the case of devices like AlterEgo, a wearable headset that can translate subvocalizations, or "silent speech," and can also reply "silently" via bone conduction, the practical motivations are found in enhanced privacy and the fact that devices are strictly personal and not influenced by distance or background noises (Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). This consideration also applies to all implanted devices. And yet, the research, conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), also speaks to future applications that could come close to how we imagine "telepathy" (Kapur et al., [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}).

This is also the only category, which includes selected examples of animal research, because they contain a speculative dimension toward future potential human applications: specifically, animal experiments that couple rats or apes brain‐to‐brain (Pais‐Vieira et al., [2013](#hbe2179-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}); (Ramakrishnan et al., [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), or that implant neuroprostheses in primates that can counteract drug influence (Hampson et al., [2012](#hbe2179-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). These experiments may or may not see applications in humans, though given the fact that China is conducting a first clinical trial using experimental deep brain stimulation (DBS) on drug addicts with mixed reports, the topic seems of some relevance (Navarro, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). While DBS has been used successfully for several conditions, including Parkinson\'s disease, it is not fully understood. Regardless, in early 2019 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has green‐lit a round of clinical trials to test the use of DBS for Opioid addiction (<http://Clinicaltrails.gov>, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Whether DBS becomes a successful and legally sanctioned practice depends on the research results, bioethics committees and regulatory bodies. As a medical measure, once it has passed clinical trials and gained approvals, it could become a regular practice, and perhaps normalized.

5.1. Normalization levels {#hbe2179-sec-0010}
-------------------------

Yet, in this text, the neurotechnological applications discussed move beyond the purely medical, and are explored outside that field. The cases collected and categorized here are diverse and encompass both invasive and noninvasive technologies, goal‐driven as well as speculative applications. Whether or not these become normalized, is not easy to answer, as multiple disciplines field the issue of what a "social norm" is, or more specifically means, differently: in law social norms can be seen as something that is necessary to modify, in order to keep up with socio‐economic, environmental or technological changes (Spector, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}). In psychology "normality" is frequently defined by juxtaposing it with "abnormality," and diagnosis of the severity of that abnormality based on several criteria including statistical infrequency or violation of social norms (McLeod, [2018](#hbe2179-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). Within Sociology what is "normal" is defined as collective or individual perceptions of acceptable conduct, largely dependent on social norms, which in turn, can often be endorsed separately or additionally in smaller groups, and are often situational dependent (Hechter & Opp, [2005](#hbe2179-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, [2007](#hbe2179-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). Instead of asking whether a certain technology is "normal" or not, or whether a neurohacker and cyborg is perceived as "normal" or not, it serves the scope of this paper better to reiterate what it takes for a technology to be "normalized." Normalization process theory (or: NPT) is a sociological theory developed over the span of several years that originated in the healthcare system and is now used for science and technology studies. Its focus lies on how a new practice or technology becomes embedded in everyday life. It uses four constructs that deal with this: (a) Coherence---or the sense‐making people have to individually or collectively engage in; (b) Cognitive participation---or the work done to build and sustain a community of practice; (c) Collective action---or operational work, that is, how functional, integrated or workable a technology might be; and (d) Reflexive monitoring---or the reflection work that is needed to asses and understand how a new set of practices or technology affect them (May et al., [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}).

Neurotechnology captures a wide array of different technologies, goals, motivations and technology readiness levels (TRLs). While some of the cases explored here, specifically the scientific research with medical applications, may already be resident in coherence and participation, other cases illustrate forays into sense‐making.

Some of the examples covered here, such as the implants of sensors and chips, might perhaps be described by the word "gimmick." This, by no means, suggests that these cases have no use. Apart from the crucial work of sense‐making and building a community of practice through such experiments, the first fun applications of basic research are in fact essential to overcome the trough of disillusionment within the Gartner hype cycle (Fenn, [2007](#hbe2179-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"})---which follows the peak of inflated expectations---by gathering enough early adopters as indicated by the technology adoption lifecycle (Rogers, [2003](#hbe2179-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}) for the further development of the field. These gimmicks are perfect examples of what kind of everyday applications can be expected in the near future. "Near future" is indeed appropriate for these applications, as they are already available and most often easy to use or program. The claim of "easy to use" is emphasized by the text inviting people to join one of the BR41N.IO hackathon events: "Anyone can participate who has interests in BMI (brain machine interface) \[...\] Participants do not have to be a BMI expert to participate on a team!" (BR41N.IO, [2019](#hbe2179-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}).

5.2. Final thoughts {#hbe2179-sec-0011}
-------------------

A study in the area of 3D‐printed weapons has shown how difficult it is to regulate DIY activities once published online (Bryans, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). To a large extent the same applies to the area of DIY neuroscience (and other DIY fields), as both practices are done at home and the materials are of everyday use.

In the near future, the influence of neurotechnology might increase due to the development and accessibility of the technology. Where some argue that by increased performance of wearables, invasive technology will become less popular (Robertson, [2017](#hbe2179-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}), other research shows that 8 out of 10 smartphone users envision a near future with implanted augmentation or body monitoring devices (internables) (Ericsson, [2015](#hbe2179-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Either way this would increase the use of neurotechnology and the need of more focus and care from users, developers, companies, and policy makers. Even though neurotechnology might have already been used for centuries (Sarmiento, San‐Juan, & Prasath, [2016](#hbe2179-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}), in most aspects it is still in its infancy. As described by Collingridge\'s dilemma of control, this is the time to shape the future of the technology (Worthington, [1982](#hbe2179-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}). It requires responsibility of its users and for developers to focus on their customers, for example, as outlined in the Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) frameworks (Wickson & Carew, [2014](#hbe2179-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}).
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A patient with a cochlear implant told us that he considers himself a cyborg because of this enhanced hearing capabilities.

This work is continued in animal experiments listed in Table [4](#hbe2179-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}, coupling animal brain via brain implants.

However, we certainly do not encourage readers to try this at home.

Experience from the past, however, shows that it does not take very long for someone to hack a new biometric system, for example, fingerprints, retina scan, vene scans, and so forth. See also: <https://media.ccc.de/v/35c3-9545-venenerkennung_hacken> or <https://media.ccc.de/v/biometrie-s8-iris-en>
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